Clear Out Your Negative Karma
By Alison Brooke Monfort

In the Eastern Spiritual and Philosophical Traditions, “negative karma” is considered to be an
accumulation of imbalances, gained through many lifetimes, which creates suffering, more
karma, and ultimately, limits our ability to express and realize our pure Essential Being. That
being said, it’s difficult to imagine that anyone could have the ability to remove the root
causes of our suffering, yet that is exactly what Jagadish does with the Karma Clearing he
offers. This gift is extraordinary, but it also seems like a natural result of an extraordinary and
dedicated life.
On a focused spiritual path even as a child, Jagadish’s quest took him to many acclaimed
spiritual teachers. Still a child, his interests drew him to study Shamanism, Tibetan Buddhism
and yogic teachings and practices from India. He moved to Santa Cruz after high school,
where he lived in a yoga household while studying Astana yoga with Baba Hari Das, and
other masters. It was here in Santa Cruz that he learned of his guru, and began working with
him long distance, before he went to India in the late 70’s for 24/7 retreat practice. The next
ten years included extensive retreat work in remote areas of India and Nepal with his guru
and other saints. During this time, his guru publicly announced that he was to be a future
holder of their Yogic lineage.
In 1983, resulting from the life-saving grace of his Spiritual Teacher, Jagadish received the
ability to clear negative Karma from people, animals, space and objects. In 1986, through a
series of initiations and instructions that he received from a Deity, the advanced level of the
Bodhisattva Sacred Warrior Path dealing with Diety Yoga Healing has come about. These
gifts were not given simply, but one requiring his many years of sacrifice, focus and
preparation to receive and carry. (After a life of devotional study and practice, at the age of
thirty-two, Jagadish attained a permanent, liberated state of consciousness).
In a recent conversation, Jagadish explained that karma clearing is the foundation of the
healing work he’s been doing since 1984, and that a vast array of complaints are resolved,
sometimes miraculously, once the karma itself is cleared. In the view of his tradition and
lineage, he said, “The core of most everything we experience, is karmic. Karma is the root
cause of our personal suffering.”
When asked what a clearing entailed, he explained, “The first session is a foundation session
where I do two major clearing processes that enhance any relationships they have. It gives
them a clear slate for good relationships, and heals existing ones. These are general
clearings that include one’s primary relationships, although other relationship karma can be
addressed, as well. The other thing I do is, I clear something in them that enhances all the
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healing that they do for the rest of their lives. I clear a sort of mechanism in them that keeps
them repeating the same lessons over and over again, losing ground in their personal
development, fulfillment and spiritual growth. Once this mechanism is cleared, the individual
makes lasting and permanent progress.”
After the first foundational session, Jagadish conducts healing sessions on the inner planes,
one with each of the client’s parents and grandparents. After these sessions, a follow up is
conducted, during which they can address five to seven other, specific issues or areas of
their life that are problematic. “It should be said, that although miraculous results do occur,
not all karma can be cleared at once, and, not all karma can be cleared,” Jagadish stated.
“There are
some karmas that the individual has to live through themselves, but that is a very small
amount of the karma that any individual carries.” Clients who work with me consistently keep
working deeper and deeper, with more and more profound life-changing results that manifest
in their lives.”
Regardless of whatever you believe, whatever you hold to be possible, there’s a lot to be said
for results. A dear friend of mine recently had a Karma Clearing session with Jagadish, after
suffering for years with a chronic condition that would not heal, in spite of help from a range
of gifted, competent healers and her own concentrated efforts. After the Karma Clearing, her
health and energy did a complete turnaround, and she has been gaining in strength, clarity
and calm, ever since. “Many people who study with me start with Karma Clearing sessions,
then participate in my meditation intensives and workshops in order to continue transforming
their lives, to realize the true nature of themselves, the true nature of God, and to develop a
loving communion with God.”

For more information, speaker info, private or group sessions, please contact:
Jagadish at 877.838.1133
http://sacredecology33.org & http://jagadish.org
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